
TOP 10 #SafeGolf #Covid-19 
tips for players

GOLF IS SAFE according to experts*
It is outdoors, low crowd and safe to do with 
responsible social distancing measures.

Follow the club’s ‘low touchpoints 
guides’ on check in
Limit the use of club facilities to get changed, 
change in the car or parking lot for now. 

Keep your distance to your fellow 
players  - 6 foot / 2m
Stay out of ‘gimme range’. Also allow space on 
your bag for hand sanitizer.

Walking golf or single ride
Walk or don’t share a cart (unless with 
immediate family).

Keep in the flagstick
No touchies - clubs might also lift the cup by 
an inch to limit touch points.

Don't rake the bunker
Local rule: Use your foot or club to rake the 
bunker yourself.

Don’t share clubs
We know your friend has a great no-miss 
club - but no touchies! 

Use hand sanitizer to ‘wash hands’
Do this a few times in your round.

No fistbumps, handshakes, and 
high 5s
Get creative on your 18th hole or to 
celebrate a great shot.

Head home to shower
Another easy way to keep the distance. 

Golf is “Safe to do” according to experts*. As we work together to #SlowDownTheCurve during the COVID-19 challenge, many 
regular past times are not available. Team sports, gym, tennis, live sports and cultural events, meeting up in pubs or bars, 
parties, events etc, are all off the table at this time, for the good of all. Even following live sports on TV is substantially 
reduced with so many golf and other events cancelled or postponed.  Golf has a unique opportunity to provide a welcome and 
safe escape and sense of balance - #SafeGolf. Share these tips with your community. 

* Compiled by                          - quoting references
   References downloads and more on www.tagmarshal.com/SafeGolf #SafeGolf
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